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Teaching and Research Fields: 

 Primary fields: Psychology and Economics, Experimental Economics, Political Economy 

 Secondary fields: Applied Microeconomic Theory  

 

Job Market Paper:  

 

“The ‘Fake News’ Effect: An Experiment on Motivated Reasoning and Trust in News” 

 

Abstract: On many factual questions, people hold beliefs that are biased and polarized in systematic 

ways. One potential explanation is that when people receive new information, they engage in motivated 

reasoning by distorting their inference in the direction of beliefs that they are more motivated to hold. 

This paper develops a model of motivated reasoning and tests its predictions using a large online 

experiment in the United States. Identifying motivated reasoning from Bayesian updating has posed a 

challenge in environments where people have preconceived beliefs. I create a new design that 

overcomes this challenge by analyzing how subjects assess the veracity of information sources that tell 

them that the median of their belief distribution is too high or too low. In this environment, a Bayesian 

would infer nothing about the source veracity, but motivated reasoning predicts directional distortions. I 

reject Bayesian updating in favor of politically-driven motivated reasoning on eight of nine hypothesized 

topics: immigration, income mobility, racial discrimination, crime, gender-based math ability, climate 

change, gun laws, and the performance of other subjects. Subjects also engage in motivated reasoning 

about their own performance. Motivated reasoning from these messages leads people's beliefs to become 

more polarized and less accurate. 
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Working Papers: 

 

“The Limits of Motivated Reasoning When Self Image Is Not at Stake” 

 

Abstract: Motivated reasoning is a bias in inference in which people distort their updating process in the 

direction of more attractive beliefs. Prior work has shown how motivated reasoning leads people to form 

overly “positive” beliefs that also serve to bolster one's self-image in domains such as intelligence, 

prosociality, and politics. In this paper, I study whether positivity-motivated reasoning persists in 

domains where self-image does not play a role. In particular, I analyze whether individuals motivatedly 

reason to think that the world is a better place for others. Building off of the design from Thaler (2019), I 

conduct a large online experiment to test for positivity-motivated reasoning on issues such as cancer 

survival rates, others' happiness, and infant mortality. I find no systematic evidence for positivity-

motivated or negativity-motivated reasoning, and can rule out modest effects. Positivity is not a 

sufficient condition for motivated reasoning. 

 

Research in Progress:  

 

“n ∈ [6,12] Angry Men: The Importance of Endogenizing Jury Size when Comparing Voting Rules” 

  

Abstract: Across the United States, there is between-state heterogeneity in both jury sizes and voting 

rules for criminal and civil trials. This paper presents a model comparing voting mechanisms with 

different jury sizes and voting rules, and finds that unanimity is suboptimal. By comparing across both 

sizes and rules, it is possible to simultaneously increase verdict accuracy and decrease the likelihood of a 

hung jury. In particular, when jurors vote with conditionally independent signals, an (n+2)-person jury 

that allows one dissenter is more accurate and less likely to hang than an n-person jury under unanimity. 

When larger juries are penalized by imposing a cost per juror, the (n+2)-person jury still outperforms as 

long as signals are not too informative. Results extend to the case in which jurors have public signals. 

 

“Using Negative Feedback to Debias Motivated Reasoning” 

 

Abstract: This paper tests an intervention to reduce motivated reasoning, a bias in inference which has 

been shown to lead to excess trust in false news sources, belief polarization, and overconfidence. Using 

a large online experiment, I test the effects of a treatment that provides feedback to subjects in an 

environment where they are prone to politically-motivated reasoning about the veracity of news sources. 

The main result is that the treatment causes people to make more accurate inferences about future news 

sources. However, the result is asymmetric: subjects are less likely to trust false news, but are not more 

likely to trust truthful news. Results are suggestive that feedback partly mitigates the degree to which 

subjects engage in motivated reasoning. In addition, treated subjects’ beliefs about their performance are 

less overconfident, and they reduce the degree to which they expect their political party to outperform 

the opposing party. 

 

Publication (in Mathematics): 

 “Tribone Tilings of Triangular Regions that Cover All but Three Holes.” Discrete and Computational 

Geometry, 53(2), (2015), 466-477. 

 

Teaching: 

Spring 2016 

Fall 2016 

Econ 2338: Behavioral Development (TF for Gautam Rao), Harvard University 

Econ 2035 / HBS 4155: Psychology and Economic Theory (TF for Matthew Rabin), 

Harvard University 
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Invited Presentations: 

     2020 

 

Stanford University; Carnegie Mellon SDS; Sciences Po; Paris School of Economics  

 

     2019 

 

Harvard University; Microsoft Research New England; SITE: Psychology and 

Economics; Human Cooperation Lab (at MIT Sloan); Early-Career Behavioral 

Economics Conference; ESA North American Meetings; Sandy Pentland Lab (at MIT) 

 

Refereeing: 

     Quarterly Journal of Economics 

 

Honors, Grants, and Fellowships:  

 2019 

2019-20 

2019-20 

2019 

2018 

2018-19 

2017-19 

2017-19 

2017 

2016 

2016 

2014 

 

1998-2004 

Martin Award for Excellence in Doctoral Research in Business Economics 

Dissertation Completion Fellowship, Harvard University 

The Pershing Square Venture Fund for the Foundations of Human Behavior 

FAIR Spring School in Behavioral Economics 

Travel and Research Grant, Harvard University 

The Eric M. Mindich Research Fund for the Foundations of Human Behavior 

HBS Research Fellowship, Harvard Business School 

Bradley Graduate and Post-Graduate Fellowship, Harvard University 

briq Summer School in Behavioral Economics 

Derek Bok Center Certificate of Distinction in Teaching, Harvard University 
Russell Sage Foundation Summer Institute in Behavioral Economics 

Albert A. Arnold 1871 Prize for Excellence in the Mathematics Concentration, Brown 

University 

3-time US National Scholastic Chess Champion 

 


